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Report of 

Seminar on Discover the power within you 8th March 2023 

(International Women’s day) 
Objective: To introduce the necessary skills, attitude and kind of behavior to become a successful 

entrepreneur.  

About the Speaker: The guest speaker for the session  

1. Mrs. Surekha Bhosale 

A Visionary Entrepreneur, Career and Passion Counsellor, Trainer, Mentor, Influencer has built an 

ecosystem of  Counselling - Learning - Skilling - Employing - Digital Branding and Mentoring with 

her own brand and two organizations Hrishi Computer Education and GlobereachIndia 

 

Brief introduction of chief guest 

A journey of Ambition, Determination, Dedication!! Training Centers are post-secondary schools in India. 

At Hrishi Computer Education we have trained 35000+ students in the last 17 years of journey. Today, being 

an ISO 9001:2008 certified and Government-recognized institute, Hrishi Computer Education is one of the 

TOP institutes at Mumbai North (Vasai, Virar, Palghar) for IT training and computer courses. Being 

accredited 12 times from various managements and also the most esteemed award “Best Vocational Training 

Provider” in 2019 for my renowned service in guidance and development. 

 

The Journey as an Entrepreneur, Trainer, career Counsellor, and Mentor has led to cultivating the best 

educational practices for training institutes innovating different platforms for students and one of them 

recently is that we launched HrishiOnlineBuddhi is the No.1 Online-Learning Platform where students can 

learn the most demanding course in HINDI and ENGLISH considering the present situation and the demand 

for skill development in RURAL AREAS and students with LANGUAGE BARRIERS can upgrade their 

knowledge to achieve their dream career. 

 

 

Entrepreneur Journey Continues Digital Transformation is a Mandate in today’s world & the best digital 

services come with the big pack budget. I strongly believe that the power to transform for every entrepreneur 

is a must to accelerate business. On this premise, I Co-founded Globreach an Indian local custom software 

development company with one clear objective, to deliver the best customer service. Our mission is to 

develop enterprise applications, in India, that exceed the expectations of our clients while maintaining 

competitive pricing for both existing and small MSME start-ups looking for digital transformation. 

 

Brief aspects of the event highlights:       
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Entrepreneurship's Most Important Facts 

There are a few things you should know before starting a small or large business.  

As a first-time entrepreneur, here are five things you should be aware of: 

- There will always be dangers. 

- The income is not consistent. 

- It is necessary to market constantly. 

- You'll require certain abilities. 

- Entrepreneurship isn't a sure thing. 

There are also recommendations from #investors, #entrepreneurs, and #financialexperts to assist you face 

and overcome the majority of the problems you'll experience when starting a business from the ground up. 

Years of experience as risk-takers have led to these conclusions. So, take your time, read, and think about 

the following suggestions. 

Take chances: Some hazards are quite frightening and might result in significant losses. However, if you 

want to be a great entrepreneur, you must be willing to take chances. There are some calculated risks that 

you should accept in your business operations. You can imagine how happy you'll be if a risk you took 

paid off handsomely for your company. 

As thoughts come to you, jot them down: You never know which of your many ideas will propel your 

company to the top. This is why you should write them down as they occur; ideas, like #opportunities, 

come and go.  

All directions are connected: Networking will allow you to broaden your network and learn from people 

who have achieved the goals you seek. However, networking in all directions has a lot more advantages. 

Horizontal networking among other business owners might help you create social connections and learn 

from one another. Vertical networking allows you to learn from specialists, you will have more 

#knowledge or #skill than at least one individual. 

Keep track of your spending: You may be so invested in the #success of your new business that you wind 

up overspending and accumulating debt. Make a list of important products that will help your company 

expand, and set aside some money to purchase them. Make a reasonable budget, stick to it, and adjust it as 

needed. 

Make a strategy for getting out of the situation: You should know when to stop, halt, or push harder as an 

#entrepreneur. It's not a good idea to let your pride pull you down. If your project fails to progress, 

consider the mistakes you made. You might find that it wasn't a mistake at all; it was simply a scenario 

beyond your control. You can always go forward after learning from your mistakes. 

Things may not go as smoothly as you hope if you are a first-time entrepreneur. It's not easy for 

#successfulentrepreneurs, either. However, by following these suggestions, you might find the #motivation 

to work hard and intelligently. Putting these suggestions into action will increase your startup's chances of 

success as it grows. So, I hope you'll internalise and act on them. If you enjoyed reading the article, hit that 

heart button below and share your views. 
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The felicitation will take place with a memento to Mrs. Surekha Bhosale by Dr. Harish Vankudre, Principal 

VCET. Total 42 students and 6 faculty members were attended the session. 

The vote of thanks was delivered by Ms. Harshi Shah 

Thank you  

 

Dr.Ashish Chaudhari 

President, IIC 
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(International Women’s day) 

Glimpses of the Event 
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